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Assemblyman lauds IOT on its safety culture
The Borneo Post
KUCHING: The Independent Oil Terminal (IOT) here has achieved 7 million man hours without loss time injury since
it began operating ten years ago, due largely to its solid culture of safety inculcated with dedicated effort of its
management. Demak Laut assemblyman Dr Hazland Hipni, ...

•

Why augmented reality should be on every warehouse's wish list this holiday season
TechTarget (blog)
The key to the value of AR on smart glasses is connecting the various enterprise systems, IoT devices, data
repositories and components, and bringing them together through a single AR platform. Thus, the integration
between people, data and machines in the warehouse is seamless. As companies get ...
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Macnica Europe and H&D Wireless Start Co-operation on IoT Solutions and Connectivity Modules
Markets Insider
"HDW believe that the IoT market is to explode over the next years and we are happy to now be able to support that
together with a leading distributor as Macnica, with the expertise and knowledge in respective areas. With the sales,
FAE network and world class logistic centers from Macnica, we target to ...
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IoT News of the Week for Dec. 22, 2017
Stacey on IoT
The OCF is back with Samsung certification: Last year Intel's IoT standards-setting effort merged with Qualcomm's
standards-setting effort to create the Open Connectivity Foundation. The two groups spent a lot of time this past year
merging their respective code to try to build a framework for connected ...
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Will Software-Defined Networks Save the IoT?
IT Business Edge
Two interrelated problems are high on the list of roadblocks for the IoT. The first is that each of the almost limitless
number of endpoints that eventually will be deployed collectively poses significant security threats. The other is that
many of these small and low-power endpoints require efficient ways to ...
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IoT: The missing item from your holiday wish list
TechTarget (blog)

Demand sensing and planning to stay ahead of customer demands: Capturing actual usage and demand
through IoT-enabled smart products and real-time point-of-sale data can help predict surges in demand to avoid
unhappy customers during the holiday season. This, in conjunction with demand ...
Five ways to jump the skills gap in IoT - Computer Business Review
Full Coverage
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Singtel plans to deploy IoT-driven smart meters in Singapore
Telecoms Tech
Singtel and global smart metering solutions provider EDMI are collaborating to deploy a smart electric metering
infrastructure in Singapore. The two companies have tested the use of smart electric meters over Singtel's nationwide
LTE Cat-M1 cellular IoT network to facilitate the wireless transmission of ...
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Spire makes wash and wear wearables
Stacey on IoT
During my first trip to a B8ta store a little over a year ago I bought a device that claimed it would track my breathing
and tell me if I was stressing out. If I was, it would help me relax. Spire was backed by breathing rate science from
the Stanford Sleep Lab. It didn't actually work for me. It kept telling me I was ...
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Analytics in 2018: AI, IoT and multi-cloud, or bust
ZDNet
Dave Shuman, IoT industry leader at Cloudera (who, coincidentally, was my college classmate) sees a big future for
AI in the public sector, predicting "increasing use of data scientists at the agency level to build and deploy machine
learning models that will improve citizen engagement and services.".
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Security concerns and a move to edge computing, 2018 predictions for the IoT
BetaNews
Kris Beevers, co-founder and CEO of NS1 believes enterprises may not be ready fro the amount of data cgenerated
by the IoT. "...451 Group estimates there will be 10 billion IoT devices deployed by 2020. Yet today, IoT deployments
are only collecting about half of the data captured by sensors, and are ...
Internet of Things: The Next Big Thing In Manufacturing - CXOToday.com
Full Coverage
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Master your IoT development skills by extending an IoT system
IBM

In this tutorial, master your IoT development skills by extending an existing IoT system. In just 3 steps you explore
the device management, visualization, and analytics capabilities of Watson IoT Platform.

•

Nb iot devices
camdencabservice.org.uk
And the best is, Digi XBee Cellular NB-IoT embedded modems provide OEMs with a simple way to integrate lowpower narrow-band cellular connectivity into their devices. Application Note. NB-IoT is an efficient, cost effective
technology for a wide range of IoT applications. Think about it: who wants to ...
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Director IoT Solutions
CyberCoders
We are a fast growing, highly successful team with members across the world. Our team of Solution Architects is
located in Chicago. We are looking for a Director to take on global responsibility and lead a team to produce
innovative technical solutions. Our business is an IoT company providing ...
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Introduction to iot ppt
vw.pl
The focus on IoT is in the configuration, control and networking via the Internet of devices or “Things” that are
traditionally not associated with the internet. SN #258. Introduction to the Internet of Things and Embedded Systems
from University of California, Irvine. It's a guide not just to the “Things,” but A ...
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Industrial IoT: Threats and Countermeasures
Rambus
Industrial IoT: Threat and Countermeasures. Gartner predicts that by 2020, more than 25 percent of identified attacks
in enterprises will involve the IoT, although IoT will account for less than 10 percent of IT security budgets. Cyber
threats are primarily aimed at industrial control systems (ICS) such as ...
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Nb iot vs lora
Ale Outdoor
Instead, he said NB-IoT technology will likely create a In various LPWA technologies, NarrowBand (NB)-IoT and
Long Range (LoRa) are two leading technologies. It mentions links to compare LoRa vs SigFox vs other wireless
Where do you see the future of IoT going? What protocols will be the leader in ...
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The Golden Effects Of IoT On The Optimization Of Business Standards
IBM

To contribute to this wiki you must be logged in to developerWorks community. To log in, click Log In/Start
Contributing! After logging in, what you can do depends on how the wiki owners have set access. If you cannot
contribute in a way that you want, click Members to find an owner and ask them to give ...
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IoT Business Analyst
Tele2 - MyNetwork Pro
Tele2 IoT is the company within the Tele2 Group responsible for all business connected to Internet of Things. We
orchestrate communication between devices and machines, to help companies and organizations launch
successful IoT solutions. Making things talk opens up for all sorts of things for our ...
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Flogo iot
granstigen.se
The Internet of Things (IoT) brings up 50 billion I have an use case for reading a File on the arrival of the File in a
directory. Highlights include: Ultra-light process engine - 20x-50x lighter than Java or NodeRed; Extensible &
reusable by design to build your own apps, frameworks & platforms; 100% Open ...
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Aws iot tutorial for beginners
cordohio.org
143 hardware projects made with AWS IoT from Amazon Web Services. The tutorial video show using Mongoose OS
- we followed it - after NodeMCU initiated and the NodeMCU programmed by MOS - the unit is running init. Learn
with 10-Minute Tutorials. IoT setup: Configure a Certificate, ...
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Why Design by Contract is Even More Important in IoT
IoT For All (blog)
Design by contract is nothing new. The term was first coined by Bertrand Meyer in the 1980s, and was influenced by
his work on the Eiffel programming language. For those of you who haven't been attempting to implement it for the
past couple of decades, design by contract is essentially writing your API ...
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39.44% CAGR to be achieved by Healthcare IOT Security in international market and know about ...
Medgadget (blog)
IOT is rapidly being adopted by major healthcare organizations for the patient health management as well as to
enhance the operational efficiency of these organizations. Cost efficiency, reliability and better health management of
the patients are one of the most important goals that can be achieved with ...
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4 Secrets on How to Build a Successful Event

Machine Design
At the 2017 industry week in Spain, the space was filled with eight major shows at the same time; among them,
the IoT Solutions World Congress (IoT SWC). Three years ago, director Roger Bou saw the hype and potential of
the IoT, but a lack of solutions. Everyone knew what could be connected and ...
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Opinion: Internet of Things poses privacy risks
Montreal Gazette
The “Internet of Things” refers to smart devices that obtain their functionality from internet connectivity. By using the
capabilities of an online network, these devices promise to simplify tasks and chores, all the while providing a
seamless user experience. Using microphones, cameras and/or various other ...
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Quantum Innovation's CEO, Noel Guillama, to Be Industry Speaker at Upcoming IoT Evolution Expo
The Daily Telescope
Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates, December 21, 2017 – The 19th IOT Evolution Expo, being held January 2225 , 2018 in Orlando Florida, will be the stage for Quantum Innovation's CEO, Noel Guillama, as he speaks on the
dynamic IoT (Internet of Things) and its fundamental relationship to ...
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NetObjex Demos Smart Parking with Cryptocurrency Payment
IoT Evolution World (blog)
NetObjex demonstrated the solution at the IOT Developer's Forum organized by Advantech, a manufacturer
of Internet of Things LoRa solutions, in Santa Clara, California. Also participating in the event was PNI Sensor
Corporation, of Santa Rosa, California, a precision location, motion tracking, and ...
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Cyient Opens Global IoT-Enabled Tower Operations Center
IoT Evolution World (blog)
The IoT-enabled TOC provides 24/7 surveillance and remotely monitors all passive assets in cell towers across
multiple locations. Its solution architecture enables communication between sensors and an integrated, cloud-based
analytics engine to extract and analyze asset data for actionable insights.
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Blockchain As IoT Security Solution
i-HLS - Israel Homeland Security
As IoT adds more and more devices to the digital fold every day, organizations of all types and sizes are
recognizing IoT's potential to improve processes. Meanwhile, the number and variety of IoT solutions has expanded
exponentially, creating real security challenges. Primarily, there is a need for ...
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Why combining an EAM system with IoT means faster insight

TechTarget
A common misconception about IoT is that it is powered solely by data generated from connected equipment.
However, that could not be further from the truth, said Dave McCarthy, senior director of products at Bsquare Corp. in
Bellevue, Wash. The most desirable IIoT use cases, such as predictive or ...
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LA CIO Touts 'Intelligent IoT Integrator'
Techwire.net
“If somebody goes to the city and says, 'We have this great IoT idea, and we're going to do this, this and this,' the city
could say: 'Great. Go put it in the test bed, generate the return on investment analysis and show us when and where
we should use it … and once you've got that data, we'll prioritize it with ...
WEB
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Partner with ThingWorx to Bring the Power of IoT to Your Customers
PTC.com
Executives at ThingWorx partners including Vodafone, Accenture and Deloitte discuss why IoT and AR are the future
for the industrial enterprise.
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Governing the Internet of Things (IoT)
SEI Insights - Carnegie Mellon University
The Internet of Things (IoT) is proliferating exponentially, exposing organizations to an increased risk of IoT-targeted
attacks, such as botnets and DDoS attacks. In this blog post, I explore the challenges of dealing with the IoT and
some approaches that...
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Cyient Opens Global IoT-Enabled Tower Operations Center
fox34.com
The IoT-enabled TOC provides 24/7 surveillance and remotely monitors all passive assets in cell towers across
multiple locations. Its solution architecture enables communication between sensors and an integrated, cloud-based
analytics engine to extract and analyze asset data for actionable insights.
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Traffic-Aware Patching for IoT Device Cyber Security

IEEE Xplore Innovation Spotlight
A traffic-aware patching scheme of intermediate nodes could greatly improve the cyber security of wireless networks
connected to IoT devices.
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Internet of Things (IoT) Framework for Health
CGI
Internet of Things (IoT) Framework for Health Enabling situational awareness and intelligence in a connected network
In healthcare, the Internet of Things (IoT) is enabling new business paradigms from interacting with patients through
wearable or embedded devices, to the digital transformation of a ...
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NTT DATA Recognized as a Leader and Star Performer for IoT Services by Everest Group
NTT Data
TOKYO, JAPAN and PLANO, TX - December 20, 2017 - NTT DATA, a recognized leader in global technology
services, was named a “Leader” and “Star Performer” in Everest Group's recently published report, “IoT Services
PEAK MatrixTM Assessment and Market Trends 2017: Have You Taken the ...
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IoT::Types::CreateStreamRequest
AWS Documentation
When making an API call, you may pass CreateStreamRequest data as a hash: { stream_id: "StreamId", # required
description: "StreamDescription", files: [ # required { file_id: 1, s3_location: { bucket: "S3Bucket", # required key:
"S3Key", # required version: "S3Version", }, }, ], role_arn: "RoleArn", ...
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IoT::Types::UpdateStreamResponse
AWS Documentation
You are viewing documentation for version 3 of the AWS SDK for Ruby. Version 2 documentation can be found here.
Class: Aws::IoT::Types::UpdateStreamResponse. Inherits: Struct. Object; Struct;
Aws::IoT::Types::UpdateStreamResponse. show all. Defined in: gems/aws-sdk-iot/lib/aws-sdk-iot/types.rb ...
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IoT::Types::OTAUpdateSummary
AWS Documentation
You are viewing documentation for version 3 of the AWS SDK for Ruby. Version 2 documentation can be found here.
Class: Aws::IoT::Types::OTAUpdateSummary. Inherits: Struct. Object; Struct;
Aws::IoT::Types::OTAUpdateSummary. show all. Defined in: gems/aws-sdk-iot/lib/aws-sdk-iot/types.rb ...

•

IoT::Types::CreateOTAUpdateRequest

AWS Documentation
When making an API call, you may pass CreateOTAUpdateRequest data as a hash: { ota_update_id:
"OTAUpdateId", # required description: "OTAUpdateDescription", targets: ["Target"], # required target_selection:
"CONTINUOUS", # accepts CONTINUOUS, SNAPSHOT files: [ # required { file_name: ...
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Monnit's ALTA IoT Solution Available Worldwide
Business Wire (press release)
SALT LAKE CITY--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Monnit Corporation (www.monnit.com) today announced the international
availability of their ALTA enterprise IoT solution. In addition to current FCC and IC certifications for ALTA 900 MHz
products (for use in the US and Canada), ALTA has received CE/ETSI ...

•

Monnit's ALTA IoT Solution Available Worldwide
SYS-CON Media (press release)
Monnit Corporation (www.monnit.com) today announced the international availability of their ALTA
enterprise IoTsolution. In addition to current FCC and IC certifications for ALTA 900 MHz products (for use in the US
and Canada), ALTA has received CE/ETSI (European) approval for both 868 MHz and ...
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Get Blockchain Certified at IoT Evolution Expo in Orlando, Florida this January
IoT Evolution World (blog)
The leading internet of things event announces a half day program dedicated to educating attendees on the
advantages, use cases and security issues of blockchain. Trumbull, CT—December 20, 2017 – TMC and Crossfire
Media today announced the addition of the Blockchain Certification to the IoT ...
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Bioworld Merchandising to Launch IoT Division at CES
dallasinnovates.com
“During the early stages of One61's development, it was clear to us that our new IoT division should celebrate great
ideas and inspire continuous innovation,” Bioworld Chief Technology Officer Shawn Stauffer said in a release. “We
look forward to partnering with more startups and entrepreneurs, ...
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How the end of Net Neutrality will affect IoT
Network World
The ongoing debate over net neutrality has the internet abuzz, and for good reason; forthcoming changes to how
internet service providers are regulated could fundamentally reshape the modern internet, with unknown implications
for the internet of things. As the IoT continues to grow at a staggering ...
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Kerlink Supplies 1000 Stations to Proximus LoRaWAN IoT Network in Belgium
IoT Evolution World (blog)
In a recent release, Kerlink, an IoT network solutions company, has announced it will provide Proximus, an
international telecom company and the leading provider of telephony, Internet, television and network-based ICT
services in Belgium, with 800 more stations for the Proximus LoRaWAN IoT ...

•

Linux-driven IoT gateway hooks up to Google Cloud analytics
LinuxGizmos.com
SolidRun has launched a MacchiatoBIN ClearCloud 8K IoT gateway appliance with built-in software for connecting to
Google's beta-level Cloud IoT Core analytics service (see farther below). The $399 box is built around SolidRun's
open-spec, $349 Marvell MacchiatoBIN Mini-ITX networking SBC, ...

•

Italy Launches a New Wireless Network for the Internet of Things
IEEE Spectrum
In order for the IoT to catch on, telecommunications companies believe those devices need their own dedicated
wireless networks. Two new types of networks—called Long Term Evolution for Machines (LTE-M) and Narrowband–
Internet of Things (NB-IoT)—are now being deployed for that purpose.

•

Major Breakthroughs in Smart Devices and IoT from Taiwan to Be Unveiled at CES 2018
Business Wire (press release)
The 2018 press conference highlights the Silicon Island's evolution in the consumer electronics industry, from its early
prowess in hardware technology to creating some of today's most cutting-edge AI, robotics, and IoTinnovations. They
are exemplified by the five companies/organizations that will unveil ...

•

Qorvo and HUMAX to Provide Zigbee Smart Voice Assistant
IoT Evolution World (blog)
According to a recent release, Qorvo, a provider of RF solutions, has deployed its multi-stack, multi-protocol GP712
System-on-Chip in the new Zigbee-based HUMAX Chorus Voice Assistant. The pairing is designed to advance
the Internet of Things (IoT) by creating a turnkey, smart home system for ...
WEB
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IOT Senior Solution Architect - Raleigh, NC
GettingHired.com
Description. IoT represents one of the most fundamental transformations in the IT industry. Lenovo is expanding its
scope of computing products and services to grow its position in servers and solutions. As such, we are looking for
an IoT leader who can architect end-to-end solutions for our customers.

•

DataPoint* The Magic of IoT
DataDriven
Noted science fiction author, Arthur C. Clarke once noted that “any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic.” If you want to see this in action, then head no further to the nearest place you can play
MagiQuest. Players are given an RFID enabled wand and go on a scavenger hunt ...

•

Robot Avatars Help Sick Children Stay Connected With Schoolmates Using IoT
The Official Microsoft Blog - Microsoft
When a child facing a long hospital stay must be pulled out of school, the experience of being away from friends and
classmates can lead to feelings of isolation and sadness. As school rhythms go on normally for others, the missing
student may become a “ghost child” — out of sight and out of mind.

•

Watson IoT technical support information newsletters
IBM
The December 2017 editions of our technical support information newsletters are now available: IBM TRIRIGA Suite
Technical Support Information Maximo Asset Management Technical Support Information Continuous Engineering
Technical Support Information Included in these latest editions you will ...

•

Kudelski Group to Demonstrate IoT Security Suite, Secure Mobile Communications and Video ...
Kudelski Group
Kudelski Group to Demonstrate IoT Security Suite, Secure Mobile Communications and Video Surveillance Tech at
CES® 2018. CHESEAUX-SUR-LAUSANNE, Switzerland and PHOENIX (AZ), USA, December 20, 2017 – The
Kudelski Group (SIX:KUD.S), the world leader in digital security, will ...

•

PATENTING INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)
Banner Witcoff
Sometimes referenced as “ubiquitous computing” or “pervasive computing,” the Internet of Things (IoT) encompasses
innovations involving objects with sensors connected to a data network.1 A company selling products or using
processes incorporating IoT must strategize both offensively and ...

•

Pareteum Wins Global Internet of Things (IoT) Contract for its Cloud Services
Pareteum
The new contract will extend the reach of this communication services provider by enabling the use of Pareteum's
Global Mobility Cloud for “Connections” to their IoT devices. Pareteum will receive recurring platform fees and
transactional usage fees for each device that is connected. The devices cover a ...
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How IoT Enhances Aerospace Predictive Maintenance
Digitalist Magazine
IoT can tackle this issue by introducing comprehensive system connectivity between different airplane components,
as well as collecting more data from technicians, airplane pilots, carriers, and OEM parts companies. Reducing the
disconnect between different departments can enable evaluations from ...
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MONOist IoT Forum in Osaka
Dassault Systèmes
MONOist IoT Forum will be held in Osaka on 24th January. For further details, please refer to here (Japanese).
Interested ? Registration Form. MONOist IoT Forum in Osaka. Location Umeda2-4-9, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi. Osaka
Country Japan. GET DIRECTIONS. Map Data. Map Data. Terms of Use.

•

8 IoT Tools for Your Small Business
BBVA Openmind
IoT tools will reduce costs and increase profits. The Internet of Things, or IoT, is growing at a breakneck pace, and
it's showing no signs of slowing down. The number of IoT devices is expected to surpass mobile devices in 2018, and
experts have predicted that by 2020, there will be somewhere between ...
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Applying Emotion and Sentiment Analysis in IoT Applications
IoT For All (blog)
App and web developers can now use these, but the most impactful applications exist on IoT devices. The impact
happens because we are more influenced by physical things: haptics, colors, sounds, smells, heat, and movement.
These can't be replicated in apps. While one might conjure up some ...

•

USC, Los Angeles IoT Consortium Takes Shape
Government Technology
The USC Marshall School of Business and Viterbi School of Engineering along with the city have formed the
Intelligent Internet-of-Things Integrator, otherwise known as the I3 Consortium, in an effort to further collaboration
related to IoT project testing and development. by Skip Descant / December 19, ...

•

I'm dreaming of an IoT Christmas
TechTarget (blog)

It is the Internet of Things, but with an enterprise angle. Take that to mean industry vertical applications,
development ecosystems, product design, hardware, deployment and more. Latest Blog Posts. Three IIoT lessons
from the trenches of the industrial revolution 4.0 · When everything is connected, the ...
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IoT Future Needs Privacy, Security by Design
Voice of America (blog)
The bipartisan bill, dubbed the “IOT Consumer TIPS Act,” instructs the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to develop
cybersecurity resources for consumers to protect themselves against cybercriminals when using Internet of
Things (IoT) devices, such as thermostats, cameras, or digital assistants that are ...

•

IoT Communication Technologies Market Boosted By Rising Demand From Automation Industry
Digital Journal
According to the market research report “IoT Communication Technologies Market: By Cellular Technologies (2G/3G,
4G); By Wireless Technologies (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Others); By Low Power Technologies (Licensed,
Unlicensed); By Applications (Aerospace & Defense, Automotive, Computing, ...
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Investment Aims to Transform Region Through IoT
Inside INdiana Business
The funds are designed to help the 10 counties parlay strengths in agriculture, manufacturing and technical training
through Purdue University and Ivy Tech Community College into what Gary Henriott says could be a globallyrecognized hub for Internet of Things innovation. He believes the investment ...
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The IoT Will Create Communities - Not Kings
IoT Evolution World (blog)
The Internet of Things is a unique phenomenon in the world of tech, which is usually competitively aggressive in the
battle over market share. Similar to the cloud, which often features partnerships from competitors to boost user
experiences, IoT relies on an interconnected ecosystem that supports ...
When everything is connected, the art of network planning gets complicated - TechTarget (blog)
Verizon expands device lab to add new 5G & IoT testing - WebWire (press release)
Predictive Maintenance for People – the endgame for the Internet of Things (#IoT) and healthcare - Enterprise
Irregulars (blog)
Full Coverage

•

element14 Announces 'IoT on Wheels' Design Challenge Winners
EE Journal

Chicago, United States, December 19, 2017 – element14.com, the world's largest electronic design community, has
announced the winners of its 'IoT on Wheels' design challenge, sponsored by STMicroelectronics. The contest
demonstrates the impact of IoT-connected transportation solutions through ...

•

IoT startup KaHa raises $4.5 mn
Business Standard
Its IoT platforms, COVE and COVEnet are powering Titan smart range with both companies working jointly towards a
vision of making seamless technology integration with world-class design. Its aims are to bring freedom and security
to urban women, by utilising KaHa's unique safety, wellness and ...

•

Beginning with IoT has never been easier
Embedded Computing Design
Now more than ever, the Internet of Things (IoT) is more about smart cities, smart buildings, and Industry 4.0 than
about smart homes. Public lighting, parking, and traffic management are typical uses of IoT in the smart city. Thanks
to the Internet of Things, we can control a traffic and divert it in case of ...
WEB
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IoT Communication Technologies Market Boosted By Rising Demand F
100.7 KFM-BFM
"IoT Communication Technologies Market Analysis By Wireless Technologies Forecast 20162021"IoTCommunication Technologies Market Registers Great Demand & Growth With Rising Prominence of...

•

azure-cli-iot 0.1.15
PyPI - Python.org
Microsoft Azure Command-Line Tools IoT Command Module.

•

Trending on IoT: Our Most Popular Developer Stories for December
Intel® Developer Zone
Intel Global IoT DevFest II: The Learning Lives On. Did you miss the industry's premier celebration of all things IoT?
You can now watch the virtual conference presentations online.

•

IoT starter question
element14 Community
Read about 'IoT starter question' on element14.com. this is probably already listed somewhere but for the life of me I
can't find it. mainly as Ben Heck keeps distracting me with his videos. I am wanting.

•

3GPP NB-IoT Deployment and Optimization Challenges
VIAVI Perspectives - Viavi Solutions
The Internet of Things (IoT) is expected to drive the next technological revolution that will change how we live and
work. IoT will enable billions of devices with intelligent sensors and machine learning capabilities that will
communicate, sense, and interact with internal or external systems, all without ...

•

Making sense of IoT data
IBM
IoT solutions are most successful when they do something with all that data that is generated, when they make sense
of all that data. In this article, learn best practices in storing, analyzing, and applying rules to take action on
your IoT data.

•

Managing your IoT devices
IBM
Any complex IoT system must include device management capabilities in its architecture. IoT devices are often
deployed in hostile environments. And, when devices fail, they might need to be retired and removed from those
environments or updated so that they can continue to operate in those ...
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Lubn Inc. Showcases IoT-Based Property Management Platform at CE - 100.7 KFM-BFM
100.7 KFM-BFM
Revolutionary Smart Key Box - No app needed, Nothing to install, Ultra-Secure, Transferrable. BELLEVUE, Wash.,
Dec. 19, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Lubn Inc., the creator of the world's most flexible and innovative property
access and management platform, today announced their IoT hardware and ...

•

Iot python arduino
visitrockinghamcountync.com
It is found for about 4 €. js is 2 running Windows 10 IoT Core; Windows Remote Arduino MQTT Tutorial for
Raspberry Pi, Arduino, spoke protocol for sending messages between IoT between the Pi and Arduino when I run a
python Arquitectura de software & Python Projects for €8 - €30. Python ...
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Discuss Your Training Needs with an IoT Expert
PTC.com
Our experts will help you develop your IoT learning path. We offer a variety of learning options in the area of the
Internet of Things (IoT). No matter what your current knowledge level is, by engaging with our IoT experts, you can
boost your proficiency to meet your personal as well as business objectives ...
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3 Kinds of Data that Do More Harm than Good
IoT For All (blog)
In IoT, dirty data is particularly costly. James Branigan, founder of Bright Wolf, developed a software platform that
centralizes data collection and management for millions of devices, such as temperature sensors on refrigerated
trucks, so enterprise and military IoT systems can dispatch just-in-time ...

•

IoT's impact on customer support
TechTarget (blog)
Every day, more and more objects that make up our everyday lives have some sort of network connection; from
coffee makers to security cameras, from air quality sensors to connected cars, there isn't a single area of our life that
won't be touched by IoT devices in the next decade. In fact, IHS predicts ...

•

3 Must-Have IoT Growth Stocks for 2018
The Motley Fool Canada
The Internet of Things (IoT) represents one of the biggest opportunities for investment in the tech sector, and the
innovations brought forth through the IoT are set to revolutionize how we do everyday tasks. The IoT is the concept
of having everyday devices connected to provide information and ...
4 Ways To Overcome The Complexity Of IoT Implementation - Forbes
4 Reasons That Architecting For Change Is Critical For IoT - Forbes
The Future Of Industrial IoT: Q&A With Rich Rogers, SVP, Hitachi Vantara - Forbes
Full Coverage
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Training the Plebs in the Use of UX IoT
IoT Evolution World (blog)
In the world of electronics and software programs (of which IoT is a part of) there is this ongoing battle between old
technology and new technology. Old tech may still accomplish what it was tasked out to do, but as time passes,
imperfections surface. Like an old body that develops creaky joints and poor ...
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Trusted IoT Alliance & Qtum Strengthen IoT Device Security
IoT Evolution World (blog)

The Trusted IoT Alliance recently announced a new initiative with Qtum to strengthen connected device security
using blockchain technology. The Qtum Foundation has awarded approximately $250,000 USD for the
Trusted IoT Alliance to provide to members and the general public who submit ...

•

The Internet of Things Is Going to Change Everything About Cybersecurity
Harvard Business Review
Cybersecurity can cause organizational migraines. In 2016, breaches cost businesses nearly $4 billion and exposed
an average of 24,000 records per incident. In 2017, the number of breaches is anticipated to rise by 36%. The
constant drumbeat of threats and attacks is becoming so mainstream that ...
Don't Get Caught Unprepared When It Comes To IoT Security - Forbes
Full Coverage
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IoT Success Depends On An Adaptable, Nimble Culture
Forbes
Companies in almost every industry are faced with the opportunities and challenges of digitalization. Transformative
technologies like machine learning, big data and the Internet of Things (IoT) are impacting everything from the way
organizations innovate to how they design, produce, market, sell and ...
Why Everyone In Your Organization Is Critical To IoT Implementation - Forbes
6 Ways To Get Actionable Insight From Your IoT Data - Forbes
State Of The IoT: Why So Many Business Leaders Are Paying Attention - Forbes
Full Coverage
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Why Collaboration Is Essential For Successful IoT Implementation
Forbes
Like other aspects of digital transformation, successfully implementing an IoT strategy at the enterprise level requires
tight coordination and collaboration from many different internal and external parties. Most organizations understand
that collaboration with capable and proven partners is necessary for ...
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The Future Of The Smart Home: Smart Homes & IoT: A Century In The Making
Forbes
Below is an edited transcript excerpt from Episode 10: "Smart Homes & IoT: A Century In The Making" -- the first
episode in a 7-part series on the future of the smart home. In this episode of Predicting Our Future, I trace the history
of the smart home and try to contextualize where the smart home ...
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No Place Like Home: The Internet Of Things And Its Promise For Consumers
Forbes
In thinking about this blitz of world-changing tech—from AI and blockchain to autonomous vehicles, drones, and auto
telematics—it's fun to speculate just where the revolution will take us. Let's consider the Internet of Things. In
pondering those advances, I'm pretty sure there really is no place like home.
WEB
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Iot data protocols
ADL Embedded Solutions
Since IoT is rapidly growing, I was Comparison of Internet of Things (IoT) Data Link Protocols http://www. of
Everything narrative is the Internet of Things—what we view as the Sensor Data) [4], XEP-0325 Today, billions of
devices are Internet-connected, IoT standards and protocols are stabilizing, and ...

•

IoT ecosystem
i-SCOOP
Preparing an IoT project? Check if you need a privacy assessment now. With the ongoing growth of the IoT and ever
more large-scale IoT projects come far more data. As tackled previously this deluge of IoT data has an impact on IT
infrastructure and the shift... Read more ...
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The Trusted IoT Alliance and Qtum Are Strengthening Connected Device Security
Trusted IoT Alliance
The Trusted IoT Alliance today announced its initiative with Qtum to strengthen connected device security using
blockchain technology. The Qtum Foundation has awarded approximately $250000 USD for…

•

Case study of iot
Nice Moves
Intel is deploying IoT solutions across the company, in manufacturing capabilities, in building automation & to
optimize supply chain. iminds. Read Internet of Things (IoT) examples and use cases of how customers in your
industry are implementing Microsoft IoT solutions to optimize business Explore ...
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What Is the Internet of Things (Iot)
eduClipper
What Is the Internet of Things (Iot). Internet of Things (IoT), is a network of physical devices or objects which are
embedded with electronics, software, sensors, connectivity, and actuators.

•

Cellular IoT Market 2017 Global Trends, Market Share, Industry S
KMIR
"Cellular IoT Market"Wiseguyreports.Com Adds “Cellular IoT Market 2017 Global Analysis, Growth, Trends and
Opportunities Research Report Forecasting to 2022” Summary.

•

Wake-Up Radio – A key component of IoT?
Ericsson
Many devices intended for IoT applications will only transmit and receive very small amounts of data very rarely, say,
a few times a day. In many cases, there is sufficient energy in a coin-cell battery for all useful communication in such
a device's lifetime. The problem is that in this scenario an IoT device ...
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modum.io AG Joins The Trusted IoT Alliance
Modum.io
Zurich, Switzerland, Dec. 12, 2017 — modum.io AG announced today that it joins The Trusted IoT Alliance, an open
source software consortium that aims to create a secure, scalable, interoperable, and trusted Internet of Things (IoT)
ecosystem. As a member of the Trusted IoT Alliance, modum.io will ...
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Business Development Manager
Dell jobs
Learn more about applying for Business Development Manager - IoT & Embedded at Dell.

•

Internet of Things (IoT) Testing Market 2017 Global Trends, Emer
KRBK
Global Internet of Things (IoT) Testing Market - Overview. Internet of Things (IoT) is influencing business enterprises
and customers in a big way. Today, almost every business and enterprise application is connected to a type of
network and a smart devise, which makes them accessible from anywhere ...

5 days ago
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Michael Frank Sells 200000 Shares of Internet of Things Inc (ITT) Stock

The Lincolnian Online
The shares were sold at an average price of C$0.12, for a total transaction of C$24,000.00. Internet of Things Inc
(CVE ITT) traded up C$0.01 on Friday, hitting C$0.13. 3,470,000 shares of the company traded hands, compared to
its average volume of 1,100,000. Internet of Things Inc has a 1 year low of ...
Internet of Things Inc (ITT) Director Michael Frank Sells 200000 Shares - The Ledger Gazette
Full Coverage
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Amazon Web Services Releases IoT Analytics in Preview
InfoQ.com
To perform machine learning and statistical analysis, AWS IoT Analytics supports fully hosted Jupyter notebooks.
There are several templates that can be chosen as a starting point to speed up delivery of results from the stored
data such as AWS-authored models for predicting device failure or K-means ...
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CAT Telecom moves business focus to IoT digital services
The Nation
Sanpachai Huvanandana, president of CAT Telecom said that the firm has moved in the direction to provide digital
services and to focus on developing a long-range wide-area network (LoRaWan) to support an IoTplatform and a
smart city platform. The state-owned firm has traditionally focused on ...

•

Exploiting tiny amount of data is big business for IoT firms
Independent.ie
As the much-hyped next wave of IT solutions, the Internet of Things (IoT) can, in theory, create a huge number of
opportunities for Irish exporters across sectors. Over the last three years, however, it has become clear that,
while IoT projects generate huge amounts of data, that is not always an advantage ...
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Ooredoo Kuwait sponsors IoT Conference and Expo 2017
Kuwait Times
KUWAIT: Reiterating its leading position as a supporter of telecommunication technology, Ooredoo is sponsoring
the Internet of Things (IoT) Conference and Expo 2017 which will be taking place from 19th to 21st December at
Jumeriah Hotel Kuwait. The event is an initiative led by Ooredoo Business, ...

•

Qtum Bridging Gap Between East and West With BlockShow Asia
Cointelegraph (Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency and Blockchain News)

Part of Qtum's appeal to IoT comes from our proof-of-stake design, Qtum's ability to execute smart contracts from
light clients, and their lightning network and x86 virtual machine which are in the works. At BlockShow Asia Patrick
explained how the IoT industry's little regulation allows it to innovate faster, ...

•

How to Secure Customer Identities in the Era of Data Breaches and the Internet of Things
IOT Journal
This has led everyone to start double-checking the methods by which they manage their user data storage, their
devices and the networks on which those devices exchange critical information. And with the Internet of Things(IoT)
upon us, not only are brands tasked with guarding against more breaches, ...

•

Dubai Electronic Security Centre develops Dubai IoT security standard
Tahawul Tech
The Dubai Electronic Security Center (DESC) presented the Dubai IoT security standard to representatives from
government and semi-government entities in the city of Dubai on Thursday. The development of the
Dubai IoTsecurity standard is an initiative introduced by the centre that aims to provide ...

•

How addictive is Minecraft? It led people to create the Mirai botnet for 'business'
Deccan Chronicle
Mirai infected several Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices in 2016 and formed a large network of such devices that
could cause a DDoS (Directed Denial of Service) attack on a particular network. Mirai got some of the prominent
names in the IT world scratching their heads as to figure out ways to tackle the ...

•

Why you should be aware of malicious banking app prowling the net
Hivisasa
According to technology research firm Gartner, more than 80 percent (352 million) of all mobile devices sold in the
last quarter of 2016 ran on the Android platform. With this in mind and noting that as more mobile phones
and Internet of Things (IOT) devices connect to the web, the higher the potential for ...
WEB

•

Fog World Congress
IEEE.tv

Panel Moderator John Zao, Associate Professor at Taiwan Chiao-Tung University, leads the panelists through a
discussion about security issues, with each speaker focusing on a different aspect. Panelists include Bridget Martin,
Software Engineering Manager at Intel Corporation, Riaz Zolfonoon ...

•

Aws iot button tutorial
1080 Motion
Amazon Web Services After you configure the AWS IoT Button to connect to your Wi-Fi network and provision the
button with an AWS IoT Core certificate and Learn with 10-minute Tutorials. View all · Radio-astronomy with RTLSDR, RaspberryPI and Amazon AWS IoT. js on the new AWS IoT service.

•

Iot kit raspberry pi
Byfjordparken
GrovePi+ Base Kit. No. We have full tech support to assist you with IOT Projects, it's ideal for Raspberry
Pi IOTbeginner & starter. Connectivity. 5 inch display. P2: Monitor Microsoft Azure IoT Starter Kit. A collaboration
between Microsoft's IoT division and Adafruit, this Adafruit ...

•

Verisign
Symantec

•

An iot device can most easily be differentiated from a standard computer based on
Core Online Marketing
Many industry sectors already use modular computer systems that are highly scalable for the specific application and
based on proven standards such as Qseven or COM The software that is included with IoTdevices and which rarely
gets any in-depth security testing almost always has its own set of ...

•

Updated Idea for IOT/USD
TradingView
IOTA / Bitcoin (BITFINEX:IOTBTC). Get more trading ideas from Flinsword. Follow market experts, get opinions and
be heard! Join the largest trading & investing community on the planet.

•

Iot projects with source code
The Community Fund of Darien
A chapter on IoT open source, based on Amyx+McKinsey's research findings, will be included in the upcoming The
Internet of Things and README. The Internet of things (IoT) is the network of physical devices, vehicles, home
appliances, and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, ...

•

Aws iot examples

brsonline.org
region = 'us- east-1'; var credentials = new AWS. config = { //generate access keys under IAM Nov 12, 2015 Binding
the code you upload to an event, like “new message from AWS IoT”, will allow you to call the Realtime RESTful API
in order to publish the message to the appropriate Realtime channel.

•

Best free iot cloud
Radio Alliance +
You'll be able to We offer a ready to go scalable cloud infrastructure for connecting millions of devices. ThingSpeak is
the open IoT platform with MATLAB analytics. Google's serverless Cloud IoT platform eliminates the need to build
and maintain costly infrastructure for your IoT data analysis. Quickly and ...

•

Deloitte turnkey iot
brsonline.org
How to get everything up and running quickly? Some companies are turning to bundled IoT Turnkey IoT. Tealium
grew 538% percent during this period. Everyone's favorite edge node, CompactRIO, was featured outside the NI
booth by several other exhibiting companies, including Cisco, Deloitte, ...
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IDC: Real-Time Analytics Key to Successful IoT Projects
RTInsights (press release) (blog)
IDC reports that while real-time analytics will help 75% of all IoT projects gain ROI, only 25% will have the right tech
to provide a competitive advantage. A forecast from International Data Corp. (IDC) suggests based on a series of
surveys says that while 75 percent of organizations that will generate a ...

•

F Score Level in Focus for Iot Group Limited (IOT.AX)
Ozark Times
Checking on shares of Iot Group Limited (IOT.AX), we have seen that the Piotroski F Score level is currently five or
lower. Investors watching the stock may be looking for signs of weakening financial strength. Investors are taking
another look at shares of Iot Group Limited (IOT.AX). The Relative Strength ...

•

Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) Market expected to grow by 2022: Key Driver, Top Vendors, Industry ...
MilTech
Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) Market Analysis Report contains all Analytical and Statistical brief about Market Overview,
Growth, Demand and Forecast Research. This Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) Market report offers some penetrating
overview and solution in the complex world of Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) ...

Industrial Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) Global Market to grow at a CAGR of 7.28% by 2021 ... - MilTech
Full Coverage

•

Red Hat CFO on the Stock's Big Gains and Life Competing With Amazon
TheStreet.com
It's now pouncing on many of this year's biggest technology trends, including the Internet of Things and hybrid cloud
computing. Most of all, as more and more industries are disrupted from the likes of Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN) , Red
Hat is stepping in to help companies adjust and scale their IT systems to ...

•

IoT Operating Systems Market Overview, Segmentation & Competitive Landscape by Focusing on
...
MilTech
The Global IoT Operating Systems Market has been projected in a research report by Research N Reports. The
study foresees classification based on application, which includes suburban and rural areas, high-density urban
areas, targeted outdoor urban areas, and large public venues. The report ...
IoT Sensors Market Overview, Segmentation & Competitive Landscape by Focusing on Top Key ... - MilTech
Full Coverage

•

IBM Predicts Ransomware Attacks Against IoT in 2018
i-HLS - Israel Homeland Security
IBM security prediction for 2018 refers, among other issues, to the threats challenging the Internet of Things(IoT).
According to their evaluation in securityintelligence.com, we'll see a pivot from using ransomware to lock up desktop
computers toward attacking IoT devices. Expect the ransom to be lower ...

•

Coderus secures £25000 grant for Internet of Things development
East Anglian Daily Times
The company intends to use the money to support diversification into new IoT markets including the home, care,
automotive and yachting sectors. Technical CEO at Coderus, Mark Thomas, said, “This is a real boost of confidence
in our business development plan. “The grant helps to de-risk my own ...

•

Internet of Things (IoT) Digital Twinning Market Analysis, Regional Outlook, Competitive Strategies
...
MilTech

Global Internet of Things (IoT) Digital Twinning Market Size, Status and Forecast 2025,” to its expansive database
of market research reports. It also presents insights into various restraints that pose threat and highlights
opportunities that will help the market pick pace in the forthcoming years. The report ...
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IoT Analytics Market Analysis, Market Size, Regional Outlook, Competitive Strategies and ...
MilTech
Global IoT Analytics Market Size, Status and Forecast 2025,” to its expansive database of market research reports. It
also presents insights into various restraints that pose threat and highlights opportunities that will help the market pick
pace in the forthcoming years. The report compiles exhaustive ...
Internet Of Things (IoT) Software Market Analysis, Market Size, Regional Outlook, Competitive ... - MilTech
Full Coverage
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Industrial Internet-Of-Things Market Overview, Segmentation & Competitive Landscape by ...
MilTech
The Global Industrial IoT Market has been projected in a research report by Research N Reports. The study foresees
classification based on application, which includes suburban and rural areas, high-density urban areas, targeted
outdoor urban areas, and large public venues. The report serves as a ...
WEB
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Salesforce IoT Explorer Edition Basics
Trailhead - Salesforce
Get to Know Salesforce IoT Explorer Edition. ~ 10 mins. Create a Platform Event and Modify the Asset Object. ~ 20
mins. Enable Salesforce IoT and Create a Context and Dummy Record. ~ 20 mins. Create an Orchestration. ~ 20
mins. Activate Your Orchestration and Send Events to Test It. ~ 20 mins.
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Best iot conferences
modernizmgdyni.pl
The rapid advancement and ubiquitous penetration of mobile network, web based information creation and sharing,
and software defined networking technology have been enabling sensing, predicting World Leading Business Meet
on Cloud and Internet of Things. Asia's award winning IoT event ...
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Windows iot twitter
Gold Coast Ingredients
com/en-us/windows/iot twitter: @sahajsarup Instagram: @ric_96 My Gaming Channel: https://www. This project
shows you how to get started connecting a button to the GrovePi using Windows IoT, the Raspberry Pi, and the
GrovePi. Aug 3, 2016 A Twitter Bot hosted on Raspberry Pi powered by ...

•

Google iot tutorial
Scott Drury
Registers and manages IoT (Internet of Things) devices that connect to the Google Cloud Platform. Nov 16, 2017
Search for step-by-step tutorials and platform overviews. (If you've completed the Quickstart, you've
Android IoTcalled Android Things is the new OS announced by Google. Beta. Google ...
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Google iot core
amk Analytics
Cloud IoT Core makes it easy for you to securely connect your globally distributed devices to GCP, centrally manage
them and build Oct 1, 2017 Though a bit late to the party, Google Cloud IoT Core will become a viable alternative to
existing cloud-based IoT platforms. May 17, 2017 · Cloud IoT Core ...
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6 Smart Tech Tools to Transform Your Small Business Using IoT
Comcast Business Community
Think all the cool gadgets are just for consumers? Or that business has to be boring? Think again. A lot is changing
in the world of business tools. With the Internet of Things (IoT) bringing connectivity to what were formerly "dumb"
pieces of hardware (like locks), and new gadgets that didn't exist a decade ...
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Best iot conferences 2018
Harcourts Foundation
Learn from the IoT thought leaders and stay ahead of the market. Presented by the Bosch Group, the fifth annual
conference takes place February 21-22, 2018 at STATION-Berlin. Feb 27, 2017 The Internet of Things (IoT) will
disrupt nearly every industry that exists - just like the Internet, Web 2. Coming ...

•

Difference between nb iot and lte m
Evy Technology
M1 is 155. December 22nd, LTE-M will probably be overtaken by NB-IOT, but in an urban environment that's not
going to make a lot of difference. The difference between the estimate and the NB-IoT uplink. It mentions links to
compare LoRa vs SigFox vs other wireless LTE RACH procedure include 4 ...
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Sigfox vs nb iot
Fitclub.lt
We've said it before, and we'll say it again – we believe that in order for the This page compares NB-IoT vs LoRa vs
SigFox and mentions difference between NB-IoT,LoRa and SigFox. A survey on LPWA technology: LoRa and NBIoT SigFox, long range NB-IoT vs LoRa Technology Which could take ...
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Intel iot twitter
IHC Global
Build in-vehicle and data center systems with this rich set of tools and workflow modules, including: An autonomous
driving library; Performance libraries; Analyzers, profilers, compilers, and debuggers; A data labeling tool; Deep
learning tools and frameworks. The Internet of Things (IoT) is taking shape.

